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Additional Feedback Responses: 
Regarding the question about the length of time for events: 1-2 hours for a lecture, but 2-3 hours for 

a walk/hike. Also, regarding whether I have a preference for 1x events or series- I think a mix is good. 

Excellent ideas/options for programming in the Conservancy. Events should be free to participants 

and operated by qualified volunteers. 

Discuss the effects of northern dams on the environment in San Diego 

We deeply appreciate all that the SDRVC does to increase awareness and appreciation for our 

environment. 

Thank you for organizing public outreach, and preparing community survey ! This is super important 

topic that deserves more media coverage and public exposure. If possible, identify actions that 

people can take … in digital world (for those who cannot attend events). 

Can u please tell the horse people to stay off the trail 48hrs after a hard rain Also dogs off the leash 

are still a problem. Spot checks with tickets from the dog police would put an end to this problem 

since Rangers can not hand out tickets only to ask them to leash up. 

Love the organization. Maybe its already being done, but more education in the schools. Its really 

important the younger organization engages in groups like SDRVC. Thanks 

I know many homeschool families that would be interested in weekday events! 

I think targeting the younger generations for field trip opportunities would be helpful if that is 

something schools still do. Also, I think keeping it to a nominal fee or free would get more 

involvement from the community. 

Programs that tie into Girl Scout badges for older girls, like Eco Explorer Serial guided hiking 

program to connect the different sections of the Coast to Crest trail 

love your news letter,, and!!!the bird feature!!! -wax wing!!! super!!!i'm 87years old, hike and volunteer 

when i can.. js 

Thank you for the valuable service you provide to the community! 

 


